
When Sandbox is Just Not Enough
Today's most sophisticated malicious file attacks are 
those that bypass most security barriers under the 
radar, leaving enterprises in their most vulnerable 
state: unaware and unprotected. Emails have 
increasingly gained popularity as one of the most 
common targets for dangerous malicious content 
attacks, exposing organizations to identity thefts, 
banking scams, spear-phishing, zero-day, and 
ransomware attacks. 

Protect Your Emails & Attachments with Functionality Fully Intact 

IN LESS THAN 1 SECOND, WHILE COMPLETELY INVISIBLE TO USERS, 
VOTIRO DISARMER ALLOWS IMPECCABLE WORKFLOW, WITH FULL FILE 
FUNCTIONALITY AND ZERO LATENCY 

Votiro Disarmer Where Others End, We Begin. 

VOTIRO DISARMER FOR EMAIL

But Content Has to Keep Flowing In
Organizations cannot function without seamless, 
latency-free data flow via email communication.

Hermetically Securing Email Data Flow with Zero 
Latency
Votiro Disarmer for Email targets the most commonly 
exploited file formats by neutralizing exploit 
attempts prior to their disclosure and before any 
other security system can provide protection against 
them. The cleansed files are fully reconstructed for 
a continuous, undisturbed workflow and secure 
management of incoming email attachments. 

Lightweight footprint for processing 
thousands of emails per hour

Comprehensive report generation

Scalable deployment (future-proof 
protection)

Low TCO and easy maintenance

Zero latency

Increased Productivity 
Features

Enjoy proven, patented protection by an 
award-winning next-gen CDR technology 
and a Gartner Cool Vendor.

Protect your emails and attachments against 
the most sophisticated threats

Drive better performance with impeccable 
workflow

Eliminate human-error risks

Start quickly with few-clicks integration with 
any email server

Deploy on premises or in the cloud 

Benefits



A 2017 Gartner Cool Vendor
Gartner

Over 500 customers 
worldwide

+500 Certified
by the international standard of 

Common Criteria for Information 
Technology Security Evaluation

(ISO/IEC 15408)

www.vot i ro.com+1 415 231 3725 | info@votiro.com

Votiro
 Votiro is an award-winning cybersecurity company specialized in neutralizing zero-day and undisclosed 
 targeted content attacks. Our next-generation patented CDR technology disarms threats that other
 products fail to expose, leaving our customers with a secure, fully usable data flow across all channels of
 incoming files. With over 500 customers worldwide, Votiro has offices in Israel, US, Australia, and
 Singapore. Votiro is a Gartner Cool Vendor award-winner and certified by the international standard of
 Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408). For more information,
. visit www.votiro.com

CONTACT US FOR A FREE TRIAL OR JUST TO TALK

How Votiro Disarmer for Email Works
The incoming email messages are automatically routed 
to the Votiro Disarmer, which then dissects every email 
traversing into the organization to its basic elements 
such as HTML body and attachments, inspecting those 
elements and then recursively cleansing each of them 

"We receive thousands of emails a day, so we needed a solution that can work fast without interrupting day-
to-day activities. As a cloud-based service, the Votiro Gateway was simple to deploy and started working 
immediately. We still receive malicious emails, but now they're sanitized by the Votiro Disarmer for Email." 
Amir Bar-Oz, CEO

Votiro Disarmer is today's most advanced proactive email defense allowing you to   Communicate, 
Collaborate, and Perform safely, safely, at ease, and without hurting your workflow.

from any potentially exploitable content and malicious 
code, thus providing a safe message. The disinfected 
files are reconstructed, while preserving the integrity and 
functionality of the original data, and are then sent to the 
organization's email server, safe to save and edit. 
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